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Abstract: This paper discusses the concept of Rilkean memories, recently introduced by Mark Rowlands,
to analyze the complex intermix of hardware and software related to the self of a robot. The Rilkean
memory of an event is related to the trace of that episode left in the body of the individual. It transforms
the act of remembering into behavioral and bodily dispositions, thus generating the peculiar behavioral
style of the individual, which is at the basis of her autobiographical self. In the case of long-life
operating robots, a similar process occurs: the software of the robot has to cope with the changes that
happened in the body of the robot because of damaging events in its operational life. Thus, the robot,
in compensating the damages of its body, acquires a particular behavioral style. The concept of Rilkean
memory is essential in self-adapting robotics technologies where human intervention on a robot is not
possible, and the robot must cope with its faults, and also in applications concerning green robotics.
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1. Introduction
A question in social robotics [1] concerns the possibility for the robot to have a self. This argument
recently received attention not only in philosophical research but also in robotics and multi-agent
systems community, see Chella & Manzotti [2] and Pitt [3].
The concept of self is complex and multifaceted (see, e.g., [4] for recent discussions). It is true that
it may be questionable to know whether a robot may have a genuine self. However, the employment of
robots in the study of the self may be useful in two ways: on the one side, philosophers, neuroscientists,
and cognitive scientists may employ robots as innovative tools to better understand the self. On the
other hand, the cognitive, neuroscientific, and developmental studies on the self may help to build
better robot architectures and systems.
Two approaches are typically followed. An approach correlates the self of the robot to the capabilities
to reason about its knowledge by employing meta-reasoning paradigms based on higher-order logic.
In this framework, Bringsjord et al. [5] describe a complex reasoning system implemented on a NAO
robot which can pass the human test of self-consciousness proposed by Floridi [6].
According to the other approach, a robot with a self is capable of recognizing its body in static or
motion state. Then, a robot with a self can identify itself in front of a mirror, even in the presence of
distractors, as described in [7], and it should be able to describe the movements of its body [8].
The emerging view of the self of a robot [9] concerns the capabilities to reflect about itself,
its perceptions and actions during its life. The self of a robot thus grows up from the content of the
agent perceptions, recalls, activities, and reflections in a coherent life-long narrative.
The current AI studies on robot capabilities take into account only partially the role of the body:
the typical approaches consider a robot as a computer with some sensors and actuators (see, e.g., [10]).
Notably, Pfeifer and Bongard [11] analyze the strong relationships between the robot body and its
cognitive functions, along the lines of the philosophical framework of embodied cognition (see, e.g., [12]).
The concept of Rilkean memories, recently introduced by Mark Rowlands [13,14], is employed to
analyze the complex intermix of hardware and software related to the self of a robot. Briefly, the Rilkean
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memory of an event is related to the trace of that event left in the body of the individual. A Rilkean
memory is in place when the act of remembering an episode is transformed into behavioral and bodily
dispositions, and then in a peculiar behavioral style of the individual, which is at the basis of her
autobiographical self.
Now, forms of Rilkean memories may be considered even for robots. The software of a life-long
operating robot has to adapt to the many changes that occurred in the body of the robot, to cope with
the damaging events that happened during its life. Thus, the robot software generates a peculiar
behavioral style of the robot, at the basis of the robot autobiographical self. Preliminary ideas at the
base of the present discussion are reported in [15].
These concepts are essential in all the robotics applications where human intervention on a damaged
robot is not possible, and the robot must cope with its faults and malfunctions. These concepts are
relevant also in the emerging field of green robotics because the reuse of a robot would avoid waste of
electronics and plastic materials.
In the following, Section 2 briefly outlines the concept of Rilkean memories introduced by Mark
Rowlands and their relations to the autobiographic self; Section 3 presents the applications of the idea
of Rilkean memories to robotics; Section 4 describes examples taken from robotics literature, and finally,
Section 5 discusses the proposed concepts and outlines some conclusions.
2. Rilkean Memories
Rilkean memories are a kind of memories recently introduced by Mark Rowlands [13,14], who took
inspiration from the novel “The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge” by Rainer Maria Rilke. Briefly,
the embodied Rilkean memory of an event is related to the trace of that episode left in the whole body
of the individual, and not only in her brain. According to Rowlands:
The memory has become “blood.” It is now “glance and gesture,” “nameless and no longer
to be distinguished” from the person whose memory it was. ([14], 54).
Moreover:
This form of memory is, typically, embodied and embedded. It is a form of involuntary,
autobiographical memory that is neither implicit nor explicit, neither declarative nor
procedural, neither episodic nor semantic, and not Freudian ([13], 141).
The Rilkean memories of a person are responsible for the style of that person. Consider the motion
style of a person: for example, the habit of a person may be to walk on a particular side of a path
because of a traumatic episode occurred in the past. The person may not remember the episode
explicitly, but the event entered into her blood, and it became a part of her behavioral style.
A Rilkean memory is in place when the act of remembering an episode by episodic memory is
transformed into behavioral and bodily dispositions, even when the original content of the event may
be lost.
Rowlands reports the following example. Consider the case of a runner that experiences calf
muscle tears. Then, the coach suggests her to lift the knee higher to employ larger muscles better.
The runner changes the posture but, shortly after, she experiences several knee problems. The runner
forgot that in the past she already had the same sorts of knee problems and that her low knee posture
was a way to cope with the knee problems. Now, there are two possibilities.
The first one is that the runner remembers her past knee problems through the episodic memory.
The second case is that the runner does not consciously remember her issues. In this case, the low
knee posture is the only remaining memory of her knee problems experienced in the past. According
to Rowlands, both cases are examples of Rilkean memories. Notably, in the second case, the Rilkean
memory is the single link to the past experiences of the runner concerning her knee, because the
relative episodic memory has vanished.
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Rilkean memories are relevant to the self of a person. Widespread problems concerning the self are
related to the identification of the unity and persistence conditions for that person, i.e., the uniqueness
of the person to other persons. Rowlands maintains that there is a strong relationship between the
autobiographical self and the Rilkean memories: they play an essential role in holding the self together
thanks to the unity and persistence of the person’s behavioral style. Different people, with different
histories and various episodes, acquire a distinct and recognizable personal style. This style survives
even when the episodic memories of the events happening in the life of the person are lost, as in the
case for example of Alzheimer’s disease. Rowlands asserts that:
Rilkean memories are like the dark matter of memory. They hold everything together.
And because they are the result of transformation from episodic memories, they link us to
our past in concrete and, often, important ways, and so provide a basis for the unity and
coherence of the autobiographical self ([13], 154).
3. Robot Rilkean Memories
The concept of Rilkean memories is relevant in the case of life-long operating robots. Consider
for example the NAO, a small humanoid robot built by SoftBank Robotics and commonly adopted in
many research laboratories. The RoboticsLab of the University of Palermo acquired two new NAOs
since 2010 (Figure 1). In the beginning, they were two samples of the very same robot. They had the
same body and the same software. Thus, both robots were able to perform the same tasks in the same
operational style.

Figure 1. The two NAOs of the RoboticsLab.

The two robots were employed for different research projects with different purposes. Over the
years, the two NAOs slightly changed their morphology in different ways. After executing and
repeating different actions, their motors did not work correctly in peculiar ways. Their joint movements
were not regular enough, and several bumps occurred in various parts of their body.
At some point, a software bug on one NAO caused the NAO to bump against the wall. Because of
this hit, the left leg joint started not to operate correctly, and a slight malfunction of the joint occurred.
The Rilkean memory of the episode is in place: the memory of the bumping event is transformed into
a minor malfunction of the joint controlling the left leg. Now, the robot may be able or unable to access
the episode depending whether its log file has been deleted or not.
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In case the robot log file is not deleted, the software system of the NAO may correctly attribute
the cause of the malfunction to the previous bumping. In this case, the log file acts as a simplified
form of episodic memory. Otherwise, the software system can detect the malfunction of the leg but
without the possibility of attributing any cause. The past bumping event has been transformed into
a peculiar walking style of the robot. This situation strongly resembles the case previously described
concerning the Rilkean memory of the knee posture of the runner. In particular, in the case of log file
deleted, the peculiar walking style of the robot is the only memory of the previous bumping event.
A similar case happened when a student dropped one of the robots when turned off and wrecked
a joint. The occurred hardware damage is the Rilkean memory of the dropping event.
At some point, due to a series of traumatic events, a joint of one NAO broke and was renewed.
The diagnostic system of the NAO allows it to recognize its parts, its operating states, and the occurring
faults. So, when the joint is replaced, the robot can identify it as a new one and different from the old,
broken joint. Then, the identification of the renewed joint is the Rilkean memory that summarizes the
series of events that led to the break of the previous joint.
It is to be noticed the difference between the renewing of an ordinary object by substituting its
parts and the renewing of the body parts of the robot. An object does not have reflective capabilities,
so it is not able to report its inner state and to reason on new renewed parts which are different from
the old ones.
Since the two robots have been employed in different experiments and for various purposes,
after many years, eventually they own slight different bodies and different behavioral styles. Consider
the case of the NAO that showed a problem with the joint controlling the left leg, which is the Rilkean
memory of a previous bumping event, as previously discussed. The software system of this NAO will
take into account the motion constraints of the joint to generate a suitable motion plan that minimizes
the use of the compromised leg. Instead, the other robot does not present problems with the left leg,
but instead with the right arm, due to a different traumatic event. In the same way, the software system
of this robot will generate a different motion plan to minimize the movements of the damaged arm.
Moreover, one of the two NAOs tends to overheat a motor due to previous episodes of excessive
use of the corresponding joint. Thus, this NAO has to interrupt its actions quite often, and then the
robot performs its tasks in a characteristic, rough and fragmented behavioral style.
Another example is related to the robot cameras: the NAO has two cameras mounted at the top
and the bottom of the head. One of the two NAOs has a broken camera due to a previous head crash,
and then it has to move its head in a particular way to use the only operating camera to compensate
for the breakdown. This peculiar head motion is the Rilkean memory of the previous head crash.
Therefore, in all the mentioned cases, the two NAOs acquire different Rilkean memories. It should
be noticed that the Rilkean memories of the two robots have an immediate effect on the different
behavior styles of the two robots: after years of operations, two different behavioral styles emerge.
As described, these different operational styles dependent on the intricate interweaving of the two
NAOs’ hardware and software, and their various biographies.
When the two robots are brought together and involved in the same task, the software of each
robot has to take into account the capabilities and hardware constraints to generate two different
operational plans for the two robots, for the same task. The two robots perform the same job in two
different ways, based on their different behavioral style acquired during their operational life.
4. Examples from the Robotics Literature
Examples of robots discussed in the literature and relevant for the discussion of Rilkean
memories in robots are the starfish robot by Bongard et al. [16] and the hexapod robot by Mouret
and collaborators [17].
The starfish robot is a robot able to build a 3D model of itself thanks to a sort of motor babbling,
i.e., by generating casual movements of its body parts and analyzing the feedback from the sensors.
The robot employs a genetic algorithm to find the suitable combination of 3D elements to build a correct
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representation of its body which is coherent with the sensorimotor actions. Thus, the robot employs
the 3D model to explore the combination of movements of body parts that allow it to move forward.
After breaking a leg, the starfish robot is no longer able to walk. However, thanks to the inner 3D
model, it can reconfigure itself by searching a suitable set of body movements that allow it to walk
again with a limp, with a peculiar behavioral style. According to our discussion, the acquired walking
style of the robot is the Rilkean memory of the episode of the leg break.
A sophisticated example is the previously cited hexapod robot. This robot can build a 3D model
of its motion as in the case of the starfish. It employs this 3D model to simulate possible different styles
of movements. Thus, the robot builds a sort of inner behavior space, where each point is a particular
motion style. When damage occurs on a leg of the robot, then the robot performs a trial and error
search to rebuild and correct the behavior space to find a suitable way to employ the remaining legs.
Also, in this case, the new walking style is the Rilkean memory of the episode of the occurred damage.
As pointed by Rowlands concerning Nader [18], the personal style pervades the autobiographic
memory of a person. For example, when a person starts walking with a limp after an accident occurs,
then she may remember the episodes of her past life where she walked with a limp even before the
damage occurred.
As in the cases of the starfish and the hexapod, a robot can create an internal 3D representation of
its body. Now, consider the possibility that the robot can store in its episodic memory all the motions
episodes during its entire operational life, before and after the leg damage occurred.
Thus, the robot equipped with a 3D model of itself may be able to recall an episode of itself
walking through a door, which happened before the leg damage. It may be natural for the robot to
rebuild the memory of the event by substituting the robot body as it is after the leg damage. Therefore,
the robot may recall the episode of itself walking through the door, which happened before the leg
damage, as if the event occurred with the injured leg. In this sense, following Rowlands, the motion
style of the robot with a limp is a unifying entity of the autobiographic self of the robot.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper discusses the concept of Rilkean memories in life-long operating robots to put into
evidence the complex intermix of hardware and software related to the robot self. The software of
the robot has to adapt to the occurring changes in the body to cope with the events occurring in
the operating life of the robot. In particular, the software has to compensate for the damages and
malfunctions occurring to the body of the robot through its operational life, generating a peculiar
behavioral style of the robot.
The proposed discussion is relevant in the scarcely investigated problem of aging robots, and it
may open a new line of research that parallels the well-known research in developmental robotics [19],
i.e., how the studies of aging processes in humans (see, e.g., [20]) may inspire the studies of aging
in robots.
Moreover, the discussion highlights the needs of the robot to self-adapt to the occurring body
changes and malfunctions. Self-adaptation is necessary for many applications, as in battlefields, hostile
environments, nuclear reactors, planet explorations, and in general in all the applications where
human intervention on a damaged robot is not possible, and the robot must cope with its faults
and malfunctions.
A present-day challenge in robotics technologies and more in general in Information Technology
concerns sustainable and green robotics [21,22]. The capability of reusing and employing old robots,
even with malfunctions and defects, goes in the direction of avoiding dangerous waste of electronics
elements and plastic materials.
An essential aspect of the proposed discussion concerns the relationship between Rilkean and the
autobiographical self of the robot. Rilkean memories in robots, different from the standard memories
implemented as data structures in the software system of the robot, are related to the tight correlation
between the hardware of the robot. The Rilkean memories play an essential role in holding the self of
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the robot together thanks to the unity and persistence of the behavioral style of the robot. Different
robots, with different histories and different occurring episodes, acquire distinct and recognizable
personal styles. This style survives even when the episodic memories of the events in the operational
life of the robot are lost.
However, not only the body of the robot changes during its operational life but also the software is
not a statical entity. Robotics software evolves by employing machine learning strategies (see, e.g., [23]).
Then, a robot during its operational life becomes different from a brand new robot because the software
structures evolve and its body changes.
Thus, a long-life operational robot possesses some form of uniqueness. It is true that the state of
a robot could be copied to another robot; it may be more comfortable for the software part than for the
hardware part, where it is necessary to reproduce all the hardware faults and malfunctions, but it may
be possible from a theoretical point of view. However, the copy of the robot will be “a reproduction”
and not the original robot.
It is also true that it is possible from a theoretical point of view to restore the robot to its initial
conditions by substituting all the damaged body parts and by uploading a brand new version of its
software. As previously discussed, in many scenarios the human intervention may not be practically
possible, and the robot has to cope with its faults and malfunctions. However, restoring the robot to
the initial conditions has the price for losing all the evolved hardware parts and software structures
during the operational life of the robot.
In conclusion, a robot, after a long operational life, should be considered as a sort of artwork. Then,
copying its state to another robot is similar to copying an artwork as a painting to a new canvas. It is
possible, but we take into consideration the importance and uniqueness of the original artwork, even if
it may be copied and reproduced. The same discussion holds in the case of the restored robot: it would
be a similar operation as restoring a canvas to the brand new state by removing the artwork on it.
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